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The Creatives Project (TCP) is a vital force in Atlanta’s arts community. TCP strengthens and unites arts, 
education, community and commerce by creating an arts eco-system that empowers eager citizens to 
recognize Atlanta’s potential. TCP accomplishes this goal by engaging fresh resources, implementing 
crucial and deliberate arts and culture initiatives and leading arts-based education. TCP patrons donate 
subsidized housing and free studio space to support our artists as they serve Atlanta neighborhoods by 
generating vibrant and fertile communities poised for economic growth and development.

A brief history of our organization
The Creatives Project (TCP) emerged from the fundamental need to connect available resources to 
Atlanta’s diverse, yet separated communities that lack an outlet for creative expression. These unique 
communities are full of passionate neighbors who have faced enormous economic setbacks. TCP 
wishes to empower these citizens to rebuild by: 

 •  Facilitating and encouraging dialogue between all stakeholders 
 •  Generating a “circle of giving” model that will equip the community with tools and    
  resources to create
 •  Energizing and strengthening each individual to give and receive support to establish   
  Atlanta’s sustainable arts ecosystem

TCP strives to change the face of our city by giving voices to those who have none and inspiring emerg-
ing artists and underserved communities to leave a lasting impact on Atlanta.

TODAY
The Creatives Project has established itself as a registered arts nonprofit and vital force in Atlanta’s arts 
community. Since it’s creation, TCP has grown beyond the city’s boundaries to connect artists and 
communities across the country. Today, the most important goal is to help struggling communities by 
engaging new resources, implementing strategic arts and culture initiatives, providing arts-based educa-
tion and enabling eager citizens to realize the potential of their city. TCP is actively seeking supporters to 
forward its mission to:

Enrich and strengthen the local community through quality arts-based education and outreach, while 
celebrating and elevating the city’s visual and performing artists. 

WE ARE PROUD
The Creatives Project builds thriving arts communities with the help and support of its partnerships with 
over 40 local and international businesses. TCP has developed two crucial programs that enable Atlanta 
communities to share ideas and build meaningful relationship that strengthen our cultural landscape. 
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THE CREATIVE COMMUNITY HOUSING PROJECT (CCHP)
The Creative Community Housing Project (CCHP) is an Artist-in-Residency program supporting the 
day-to-day lives of emerging artists. Artists are provided free studio space and subsidized housing. By 
bringing together a wide-array of artistic talent, CCHP forms an exceptional ecosystem that advances 
through dialogue. It is an open-network where artists interact daily, collaborate and build diverse con-
nections. Each resident artist also receives customized professional development workshops and 
teacher training sessions. This platform not only enables TCP artists to create powerful bodies of work, 
but also to become advocates of social change and educational leaders in their respected fields. In 
exchange for housing and training, artists give back to the local community through our Community Arts 
Program (CAP).

THE COMMUNITY ARTS PROGRAM (CAP)
Community Arts Program (CAP) This program is designed to educate and mobilize underserved com-
munities. TCP takes a hands-on approach to its teaching initiatives and strives to develop long-term, 
personal relationships with its beneficiaries. By utilizing the talents and special skills of TCP resident 
artists, the CAP enables TCP artists to share their knowledge and give back by helping underserved 
individuals and communities nurture their creative voices. TCP's CCHP Artists-in-Residence explore 
his/her discipline with students, teachers and community members through workshops, classes, 
lectures, discussions, rehearsals, performances, community events and mentorship.

YOUTH:
The CAP works with the Board of Education to develop art and music education programming specifi-
cally for at-risk and underserved youth. In addition, a mentorship program pairing artists with youth 
provides support and guidance to explore creative passions, ultimately building strong relationships that 
positively impact children's lives.

ADULT:
The CAP forms arts and music education programming for our community through the creation and 
implementation of an adult studio classes, workshops, lectures and open studio visits conducted by 
CCHP residents.

THE CREATIVES PROJECT EVENTS AND PROMOTION 
The Creatives Project’s mission is to enrich and strengthen the local community through quality arts-
based education and outreach, while celebrating and elevating the city’s visual and performing artists. In 
order to fulfill our mission, we provide the community with cultural and arts education through events, 
exhibits, lectures and performances free of charge. Our service goals include:

 • Supporting and promoting artists' careers by providing exposure and access to new   
  audiences nationwide through sponsored events, exhibitions, lectures and performances.  
  We use all forms of available media, including but not limited to, photographic and   
  printed media, and the world wide web.
 • Creating an ongoing visually informative archive/database of the nation's creative pulse   
  including but not limited to individuals from the following creative genres: visual arts,   
  performing arts, music, dance, writing, film, design and fashion.
 • Producing an annual multi-disciplinary exhibition event promoting program residents and   
  emphasizing emerging talent.
 • To provide creatives with legal guidance regarding copyright and artist protection through  
  lectures, written material and resources at no cost to the artist.
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OUR LOCAL AND NATIONAL PARTNERSHIPS

Have enabled us to...

 • raise over $400,000 in-kind since our inception in September 2011.
 •  raise over $30,000 in individual support through grassroots capital campaigns
 •  acquire and assign over 40,000 sq ft of donated exhibition space, studio, office, exhibit-  
  ion space and housing.
 • launch our artist in residency program as well as aggressive community arts education    
  programs benefitting the youth of local non profits: One Love Generation, Jacob’s   
  Ladder, Parks Middle School, Perkerson Elementary, VSA Arts of Georgia,The Addo   
  Foundation, YO Boulevard, Operation P.E.A.C.E, and the youth of Big Bethel A.M.E. 
 •  help over 150 underserved youth realize their arts dreams through one-on-one 
  professional artist mentorship
 •  photographically document over 70 artists nationwide, bringing their work to larger   
  national audiences
 • provide exhibition opportunities and career development training to over eighty-five local            
  visual artists.

In turn TCP gives back to its partners through these benefits and services:

 • Enhancement of local business reputation and market promotion
 • Arts Administration and leadership for development or arts-friendly ecosystems
 • Planning and consultation services for future arts community development
 • Stabilization and revitalization of property and real estate through creative use alternatives:  
  commercial and residential
 • Strengthening relationships and connections with current and future tenants, artists and   
  supporters
 • Improvements of tenant resources to increase property valuation and prolong rental   
  contracts
 • Increase opportunities for fiscal growth and development under a “pro arts” mission

JOIN US
TCP’s commitment to building deep and sustaining relationships with its artists and partners makes it a 
vital thread in the growing fabric of our city. Atlanta needs organizations like TCP that recognize the 
importance and value of communities speaking and acting together. TCP is rapidly growing into one of 
the most impactful nonprofit arts organizations in Atlanta and is dedicated to the diverse, creative spirit 
of our city. TCP recognizes Atlanta’s potential to become a leading arts and culture force in the south-
east and wants to help make this happen by providing creative platforms for artists, neighborhoods and 
youth who will help shape the future of our city.

With your help, through art, innovation, and experimentation, The 
Creatives Project will continue to bring arts education, community 

and commerce to bear on a brighter future for us all. 

We invite you to join us today!
 




